Design‐a‐Disc Competition
Wanted: One brilliant, new disc design for a special school edition of Auckland
Ultimate discs.
The prize? A snazzy pair of Five Ultimate Shorts and two discs featuring your very
own design. Plus of course, the kudos of winning.
The winning design will be printed on discs that are to be used specifically for selling
to school students and schools.
Specific things your disc design must include:





It must have a MAXIMUM of 2 colours in the design.
Design must be suitable to print on a WHITE disc.
It must include the words “Auckland Ultimate” somewhere in the design.
Design must be original and cannot include copyrighted material (examples
of copyrighted material include cartoon characters, corporate logos, and
mascots).

The most important thing in submitting a design is that the design specifications are
adhered to. The following link has a well presented design specifications guideline
for one to follow. Note that Auckland Ultimate uses the Hot Stamp option. Hot
Stamp, Hot Stamp, Hot Stamp. Please read carefully: http://discraft.com/art.html
However, if you’re struggling to submit the design according to the specs on the
discraft site – don’t be put off. Just send us your design image in whatever digital
format you can and if it wins we can get it sorted to meet the print requirement.
Feel free to work together too, but good luck splitting the prize.
Entries close on 21 June 2013 and designs must be submitted to Rebecca at
schools@aucklandultimate.org.nz
Terms and conditions:
Competition is only open to students under the age of 19 and enrolled at school at
the time of entry.
All artwork must be original and the copyright must reside with the person who
submitted the entry.
By entering, you agree to transfer copyright ownership to Auckland Ultimate if you
are selected as the winner.
Auckland Ultimate reserves the right to amend the winning design.
Auckland Ultimate reserves the rights to not award a winner if none of the designs
are deemed good enough.
Artwork is to be submitted in digital format to schools@aucklandultimate.org.nz by
21 June 2013.

